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Abstract: The size of the publicly indexable World Wide Web (WWW) has probably surpassed 14.3 billion documents and as yet growth shows no sign 
of leveling off. As more information becomes available on the Web it is more difficult to provide effective search services for Internet users. This paper 
integrates the proposed architecture for hierarchical clustering based indexing, multilevel indexing, context based index which further leads to the 
creation of ranked context based index using ontology. Context-ontology is a shared vocabulary to share context information in a pervasive computing 
domain and include machine-interpretable definitions of basic concepts in the domain and relations among them. Further ontology driven conjunctive 
query expansion based on mining user logs and architecture for relevant searching of web documents using data mining techniques such as clustering 
and association rules has been presented. Context Ontology has also been applied to ranking of the search results. An attempt has been made to measure 
the performance and compare the results of the prevailing approach and the new approach. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Search Engines processing steps are carried out by three 
distinct and cooperating modules [1]. The Crawler gathers 
Web documents and stores them into a huge repository after 
being compressed. Every Web page has an associated ID 
number called document identifier, which is assigned 
whenever a new URL is parsed out of a web page. The 
Indexer parses the document & abstracts the data contained 
within the document repository, and creates an Index granting 
fast access to document contents and structure. Finally, the 
Searcher module accepts user queries, searches the index for 
the documents that best match each query, and returns the 
references to these documents in an understandable form. Its 
goal is to provide quality search results. 

The indexing phase can be viewed as a Web Content 
Mining process. Starting from a collection of unstructured 
documents, the indexer extracts a large amount of information 
like the list of documents, which contain a given term. In the 
current scenario, the indexing structure contains the context 
and hence the document identifiers of the documents 
belonging to that context. This context represents the theme of 
the document that has been extracted using context repository, 
thesaurus and ontology repository. This is the final index that 
is constructed after extracting the context of the document. 
Rather than being formed on the term basis, the index is 
constructed on the context basis with context as first field and 
finally the document identifiers of the relevant documents. 

The transfer of irrelevant information in the form of 
documents retrieved by an information retrieval system [2] 
and that are of no use to the user simply wastes network 
bandwidth and frustrates users. This condition occurs due to 
improper and time consuming ranking of the documents after 
the documents have been retrieved by the searcher from the  

 
index on the basis of keyword matching. Therefore, the major 
issue to be addressed in information selection is the 
development of a search mechanism that will help in getting 
maximum relevant documents. The possible solution to this 
problem can be ranking of documents beforehand and better 
ranking of the documents retrieved in response to the query.  

Due to the extremely large volume of documents on the 
web, analysis of the entire collection is not feasible. In 
addition, web queries are very short, often consisting of only 
two or three words. Techniques that have proved to be 
successful with longer queries may not prove to be very 
effective with short queries. A single-term query that a normal 
user formulates often retrieves many irrelevant articles as well 
as fails to find hidden knowledge or relationships buried in 
content of the articles. Query expansion is often intended to 
overcome a vocabulary mismatch between the query and the 
document collection. Through query expansion, the effects of 
the word mismatch problem are reduced, resulting in a higher 
ratio of relevant documents in the retrieval results (precision) 
and a higher ratio of the relevant documents from the 
collection that are retrieved (recall). The main problem of 
query expansion is that in some cases the expansion process 
worsens the query performance. The ontology’s can be used 
for query expansion in which firstly the query terms must be 
disambiguated so that they map to a unique ontology concept 
and then terms related in the ontology to the disambiguated 
concepts are added to the query.  

Search engines uses ontology to find pages with words that 
are syntactically different but semantically similar. Ontology 
[3] is used for knowledge sharing and reuse. Ontology 
building from data mining can be achieved in two phases. The 
data-mining phase is related to data mining process including 
data mapper, rule formulator and extraction of knowledge. 
The ontology-building phase is related to the process of 
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building the ontology from the extracted knowledge, which 
represents the output of the data mining. As the web becomes 
more pervasive considering the context in the query matching 
process can improve the quality of the retrieved results. In 
context-ontology based Web mining, the instances of concepts 
and relationships in a given ontology, or using them to 
discover other useful knowledge based on contextual 
information are discovered. The returned results are relevant 
according to the needs of user and less non-relevant results are 
filtered off. So the semantics of the user’s query and of the 
contextual information that is considered relevant in the 
matching process can be captured to improve the quality of 
returned results. 

II. RELATED WORK  

The work in [4] presents an algorithm for hierarchical 
clustering based indexing. In this the clustering of the 
documents is done at various levels to build a compressed 
index. [5] presents multilevel indexing in which index is 
created at multiple levels thus directing the search to a specific 
path. The work in [6] is based on context based indexing in 
which the index is constructed on the basis of context rather 
than on the basis of terms. In [7], context driven Pre ranking 
has been proposed which pre ranks the documents under the 
similar context. It also shows an algorithm to rank the search 
results on the basis of context ontology. The work in [8] 
presents the relevant search using data mining techniques. 

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE  

 
Figure 1 Framework for Ontology driven Indexing, Ranking and Search in 

Search Engines 

A. Hierarchical Clustering based Index: 
Clustering based Index [4] is based on a 

clustering algorithm that aims at partitioning the set of 
documents into ordered clusters so that the documents within 
the same cluster are similar and are being assigned the closer 
document identifiers. The extension of this 
clustering algorithm to be applied for the hierarchical 
clustering in which similar clusters are clubbed to form 
a mega cluster and similar mega clusters are then combined 
to form super cluster. Thus the different levels of 
clustering optimizes the search process by directing the search 
to a specific path from higher levels of clustering to the lower 
levels i.e. from super clusters to mega clusters, then to clusters 
and finally to the individual documents so that the user gets 
the best possible matching results in minimum possible time.  

This algorithm picks the first document as cluster 
representative, then selects the most similar document to it and 
puts it in the cluster, it further selects document which is most 
similar to the currently selected document and repeats until the 
first cluster becomes full with n/k documents. The same 
process is then repeated to form the rest of the clusters. Thus 
the most similar documents are accumulated in the same 
cluster and are assigned consecutive document identifiers. 
Thus the algorithm is also efficient in compression of the 
index.  

The framework for the hierarchical clustering is shown in 
figure.  

 

 
 Documents                          

Figure 2 Hierarchical Clustering 

B. Multilevel Index: 
A global single large size index takes a long time to search 

the relevant documents in response to the user queries. So 
multilevel indexing was proposed i.e. creating the indexes at 
the multiple levels so as to reduce the search time by directing 
the search to a specific path from higher level indexes to the 
lower level indexes. The multilevel indexes [5] are created 
after the hierarchical clusters of the documents have been 
formed on the basis of document similarity. At each level of 
documents clusters hierarchy, a separate index is created and 
the search for a document proceeds from the higher level 
indexes to the lowest level index which is the document level 
index and is stored as inverted file.  

At the lowest level that is at the document level, the index 
consists of the union of the terms in all the documents in 
different clusters. This index is a descriptive index whose 
structure is similar as that of the global large size index that 
exists in the current architecture. This document level index is 
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stored as array of posting lists containing the term as well the 
document identifiers of the documents containing the given 
term. The second level index that exists at the mega cluster 
level consists of the terms that come after the intersection of 
the words of the similar clusters. The index at this level is a 
brief index which contains only the terms with no description 
at all. The highest level index which exists at the super cluster 
level consists of the intersection of the terms of the similar 
mega clusters. This highest level index is also a small size 
index containing only the terms. The search proceeds from the 
highest level index to the document level index due to which 
there is reduction in the search space.  

a. Structure of Multilevel Indexes: 
The structure of the index at the lowest level is in the form 

of posting lists as shown in figure: 
 

Term  No. of docs in 
which term 
appears  

Docid of docs in 
which term 
appears  

Indexing  50 12,34,45,49…  

Search engine  59 15,20,34,55…  
Pipeline  15 3,6,9,12…  

Figure 3 Structure of Cluster level index 

However the indexes at the higher level consist of only the 
document terms with no extra information stored in them. The 
structure of the higher level indexes is shown in fig.  
 

Term 
Indexing  
Crawling 
Search engine 
Pipeline 
Parallel 
Distributed 

Figure 4 Structure of higher level indexes 

b. Implementation Of Proposed Work: 
For indexing the documents, firstly we have to parse the 

documents. After that similarity matrix is created and then k 
means algorithm is applied for creating the clusters. Clusters 
will be created at first level .For creating clusters at second 
level same procedure is applied again and then finally 
hierarchical clustering is done for indexing. 

 
Figure 5 Work Flow of Implementation 

c. Snapshots Of Implemented Work: 

a)  Given input & parsed data: 
The following snapshot represents the parsed data which is 

the initial step for indexing [6] the data. 
 

 
Figure 6 Given & Parsed Data 

b) Clustered data: 

 
Figure 7 Clustered Data 

The data is now clustered according to the similarity of 
words. The above given figure shows the clusters created that 
are created after matching the similarity of document with 
each other. 
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d. Results: 

a) Graph Representing the Created Clusters at First 
Level: 

At first level, less no of clusters are created. As at first 
level the similarity between two documents is less. 
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Figure 8 Clusters Created at First Level 

b) Graph Representing the Created Clusters at Second 
Level: 

At second level, more no of clusters are created in 
comparison to first level as the similarity between two 
documents is more. 

 
Figure 9 Clusters Created at Second Level 

The results obtained with from the base version [7] 
approach are as under: 
Column A = Contain experiment number. 
Column B = Contain the updated page(s). 
Column C = Contain URL of pages visited by crawler 
Column D = Contain the start time of Crawler (Millisecond) 
Column E = Contain the time to reach that page. (Millisecond) 
Column F = Time spend to visit particular page (Millisecond) 

A B C D E F 
1 Inde

x 
http://localhost:92

54/C 
rawWeb/update.js
ph 

1287490380
435 

1287490380
669 

234 

  http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/index.jsp 

 1287490380
747 

312 

2 P1 http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/update.js
p 

1287490577
650 

1287490577
837 

187 

  http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/P1.jsp 

 1287490577
915 

265 

3 P23 http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/update.js
p 

1287490730
645 

1287490730
817 

172 

  http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/p23.jsp 

 1287490730
895 

250 

4 P11 
and 

P23 

http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/update.js
p 

1287477109
254 

1287477109
426 

172 

  http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/p11.jsp 

 1287477109
722 

468 

  http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/p23.jsp 

 1287477109
987 

733 

5 P11, 
P22 
and 

P33 

http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/update.js
p 

1287477421
879 

1287477422
237 

358 

  http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/p33.jsp 

 1287477422
549 

670 

  http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/p22.jsp 

 1287477422
783 

904 

  http://localhost:92
54/C 

rawWeb/p11.jsp 

 1287477422
846 

967 

Figure 10 Old Crawler timings 

A B C D E F 
1 Index http://localhost:9254/C 

rawWeb/update.jsp 
1287490380435 1287490380639 204 

  http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/index.jsp 

 1287490380727 292 

2 P1 http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/update.jsp 

1287490577650 1287490577827 167 

  http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/P1.jsp 

 1287490577890 240 

3 P23 http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/update.jsp 

1287490730645 1287490730787 142 
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  http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/p23.jsp 

 1287490730875 230 

4 P11 
and 
P23 

http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/update.jsp 

1287477109254 1287477109386 132 

  http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/p11.jsp 

 1287477109702 448 

  http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/p23.jsp 

 1287477109947 693 

5 P11, 
P22 
and 
P33 

http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/update.jsp 

1287477421879 1287477422197 318 

  http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/p33.jsp 

 1287477422509 630 

  http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/p22.jsp 

 1287477422753 874 

  http://localhost:9254/C 
rawWeb/p11.jsp 

 1287477422816 967 

Figure 11 Proposed Crawler timings 

 
Figure 12  Graphical Time Difference 

e. Components List and description: 
a) Home Page 

First Screen of our implemented project , It provide the 
Links to move to  another screens of our project as well as it 
displays the data in the form of table which contains indexed 
data from our proposed algorithm. 
b) Crawl_Old.cs: 

Another screen, i.e Crawl Old which following the base 
algorithm of our project, it crawls the websites on the basis of 
old algorithm and display the data in the form of table like 
structure. 
c) Crawl_New.cs 

Another screen, i.e Crawl New This Screen Performs 
crawling on the basis of our proposed algorithm, it splits the 
different keywords and initializes them root and stores in the 
database. 
d) Searching.cs 

Searching Screen is the form in which we can place our query 
keywords and perform searching on them. Searching will be 
done using our proposed algorithm it reduces the time of 
searching. 

e) Searching Old.cs 
Searching old screen is based on searching data gathered 

by base algorithm. It searches the complete database to search 
the keywords. That’s why it take more time. 

f. Snapshots of Proposed Crawler Application: 

 
Figure 13 Home Page 

Navigation Details 
The below section describes the navigation of all the 

screens for the ‘Proposed Crawler application’ 
a) Crawl Old  Crawl Old.cs (Base Crawler Page) 
b) Crawl New  Crawl New.cs (Proposed Crawler Page) 
c) Searching Old  Searching Old.cs (Base Crawler 

Searching Page) 
d) Searching New  Searching New.cs (Proposed 

Crawler Searching Page) 
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Figure 14 Base Crawler 

 
Figure 15 Proposed Crawler 

 
Figure 16 Searching 

 
Figure 17 Search Results 

C. Context Based Index: 
This is the indexing structure that contains the context and 

hence the document identifiers of the documents belonging to 
that context. This context represents the theme of the 
document that has been extracted using context repository, 
thesaurus and ontology repository [8]. This is the final index 
that is constructed after extracting the context of the 
document. Rather than being formed on the term basis, the 
index is constructed on the context basis with context as first 
field and finally the document identifiers of the relevant 
documents 

In construction of context based index, once the document 
preprocessing is complete, the term with the maximum 
frequency matched with the title is extracted from the 
document. Then the maximum frequency keyword is being 
searched in the thesaurus (thesaurus can be taken online from 
thesaurus.com) and the context repository. 

This step helps in extracting the context of the document 
but a keyword may have multiple contexts. So the multiple 
contexts are extracted. Now the next step is to extract the 
specific context of the document from these multiple contexts. 
The multiple contexts and the terms of the document are 
compared with the ontology repository. Thus by matching the 
keywords of the document and the multiple contexts with the 
concepts and the relationship terms in the ontology repository, 
the context of the document gets extracted. Now the posting 
list in the index consist of two columns, the one containing the 
context,  the second one containing the lists of  documents that 
contain the term with that specific context.  

D. Ranked Context based Index: 
The search engine provides results in response to the user 

queries. The query posed by the user is matched against the 
terms in the index and hence the relevant documents are 
retrieved in response to the user’s query. However the 
returned documents may contain different order of relevance 
with the query. Thus the returned results are ranked according 
to their relevance with the user’s request. So to attain the 
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maximum level of the document relevancy ranking, ontology 
is applied to the ranking procedure. Moreover a pre ranking 
[9] of documents done beforehand may be useful in reducing 
the time taken to rank the documents after being searched in 
response to user query. The pre ranking is done by matching 
the keywords in the documents under the same context with 
the terms extracted from the domain and sub domain of the 
context of the document. The query fired by the user is 
expanded using the query expansion module.Query expansion 
(QE) is the process of reformulating a seed query to improve 
retrieval performance in information retrieval operations. In 
the context of web search engines, query expansion involves 
evaluating a user's input and expanding the search query to 
match additional documents. Query expansion involves 
techniques such as searching for the synonyms as well finding 
all the various morphological forms of words by stemming 
each word in the search query. It also deals in fixing spelling 
errors and automatically searching for the corrected form or 
suggesting it in the results. The terms in the expanded query 
are then matched one by one with documents keywords and 
the document with the highest matching value is being ranked 
the highest. In this way, the post rank of the documents is 
calculated and hence final rank is calculated as the sum of pre 
rank and post rank. 

E. Query Expansion based on mining User Logs: 
Query expansion is useful in reducing this query/document 

mismatch by expanding the query using words or phrases with 
a similar meaning or some other statistical relation to the set of 
relevant documents. An ontology driven conjunctive query 
expansion based approach on mining user logs has been 
proposed. In this, the clustered indexed documents and 
information extracted from user log are mined. Also, the 
association rules and ontology have been used for inferring 
rules and for identifying the relationship between the concepts. 
Query expansion has improved the effectiveness of ranked 
retrieval by automatically adding additional terms to a query. 
It attempts to overcome mismatch in query and document 
vocabularies by adding terms with similar statistical properties 
to those in the original query. Conjunctive queries can express 
a large part of queries, which are frequently issued on 
relational databases. In this query log lists the time that each 
search occurred, the IP address of the web user performing the 
search, the number of hits for the search, and the user's query. 
Moreover ontology has been used to identify relationship 
between various concepts. This approach proves to be more 
efficient than existing approaches because the query expansion 
module infer rules both from the user query log and clustered 
documents. Also, the performance has been proved to be 
better as compared to various existing search engines. 

F. Context Ontology driven relevant search Using data 
Mining Techniques: 

Query given by user is saved in database and then data 
mapper [10] maps this query into appropriate cells. For 
example :-  Initially a URL or any .gif , .bmp etc. graphic 
image is there, then no need to create its ontology, directly 
query executes on the query processor from database. 

Otherwise stemming and stop listing is done on the query 
given by user and keywords are retrieved from the query.  

Then the rules are formed from these keywords using the 
context repository.  For eg. if  mouse is a keyword, then rules 
are formed with animal as well as computer. After formation 
of rules, inference is retrieved in knowledge base for all rules 
and then ontology builder checks whether the ontology exists 
for these keywords or not. If yes then changes are made and if 
no, then ontology is created and saved in ontology repository. 
After that SQL query is formed from the keywords as    Select 
mouse ‘||’ animal from database and query processor executes 
this query on database using its ontology repository. The 
architecture is mainly divided into two phases. The initial 
phase i.e. passive phase is related to data mining process 
including data mapper, rule formulator and extraction of 
knowledge. The ontology-building phase is concerned with 
the process of building the ontology from the extracted 
knowledge. Finally, the SQL query is matched with the 
context and ontology repository and useful documents are 
returned.  

a. Results: 
Extensive experiments have been conducted over 2 search 

engines like Google, Alta Vista  and compared with the 
proposed approach and it has been assumed that the our 
approach results in best performance as compared to Google 
and Alta Vista. This can be shown with the help of the 
following graph in Figure. 

 

 
Figure 18  Google Search Results 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_query�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typographic_error�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typographic_error�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typographic_error�
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Figure 19 Alta Vista Search Results 

 
Figure 20 Proposed System Search Results 

 
Figure 21 Performance Comparisons 

IV. CONCLUSION  

This paper discusses the framework for multilevel as well 
as context based indexing and also summarizes the use of 
context-ontology along with data mining technique for 
relevant searching and ranking of web documents. Ontology 
plays a vital role in ensuring the homogeneity of information 
through the sharing of semantics. Moreover ontology has been 
used to identify relationship between various concepts. This 
approach proves to be more efficient than existing approaches. 
Also, the performance has been proved to be better as 
compared to various existing search engines. 
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